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Verbal Brilliance in Latin: First Conjugation Deponent Exercises 
The following verbs will be used in the First Conjugation Deponent exercises: 

to admire admîror admîrârî admîrâtus sum  
to embrace amplexor amplexârî amplexâtus sum   
to bewail commiseror commiserârî commiserâtus sum   
to try cônor cônârî cônâtus sum   
to chat fâbulor fâbulârî fâbulâtus sum   
to congratulate grâtulor grâtulârî grâtulâtus sum   
to imitate imitor imitârî imitâtus sum   
to lament lâmentor lâmentârî lâmentâtus sum   
to consider meditor meditârî meditâtus sum  
to imagine opînor opînârî opînâtus sum   
to implore precor precârî precâtus sum   
to remember recordor recordârî recordâtus sum   
to repay remûneror remûnerârî remûnerâtus sum   
to roam vagor vagârî vagâtus sum   
to revere veneror venerârî venerâtus sum   
to hunt vênor vênârî vênâtus sum   
to console consôlor consôlârî consôlâtus sum   
to delay moror morârî morâtus sum   
to explain interpretor interpretârî interpretâtus sum   
to joke jocor jocârî jocâtus sum   

Some Other Deponents of the First Conjugation:  

arbitror, arbitrârî, aribtrâtus sum : think, judge; consider; be 
settled/decided on 

architector, architectârî, architectâtus sum : design/construct 
(building); design, plan 

causor, causârî, causâtus sum : allege an excuse/reason, object; 
excuse oneself; plead a cause, bring action 

contiônor, contiônârî, contiônâtus sum : address assembly, 
deliver public speech; preach/harangue 

dêprecor, dêprecârî, dêprecâtus sum : avert by prayer; 
entreat/pray/beg; intercede/beg pardon/mercy/relief/exemption 

dignor, dignârî, dignâtus sum : deem/consider/think 
worthy/becoming/deserving/fit (to); deign, condescend 

faeneror, faenerârî, faenerâtus sum : lend money at interest; 
make interest/profit; invest/finance/supply; borrow 

for, fârî, fâtus sum : speak, talk; say 
fûror, fûrârî, fûrâtus sum : steal; plunder 
grâtificor, grâtificârî, grâtificâtus sum : oblige, gratify, humor, 

show kindness to; bestow, make a present of 
hortor, hortârî, hortâtus sum : encourage; cheer; incite; urge; 

exhort 
laetor, laetârî, laetâtus sum : be glad/joyful/delighted; rejoice; be 

fond (of), delight in; flourish (on/in) 
machinor, machinârî, machinâtus sum : devise; plot 

minor, minârî, minâtus sum : threaten, speak/act menacingly; 
make threatening movement; give indication of 

obtestor, obtestârî, obtestâtus sum : call to witness; implore 
opitulor, opitulârî, opitulâtus sum : bring aid /relief to; help 
peregrînor, peregrînârî, peregrînâtus sum : travel about, be an 

alien, sojourn in strange country, go abroad, wander, roam 
perîclitor, perîclitârî, perîclitâtus sum : try, prove, test, make a 

trial of, put to the test/in peril; risk, endanger 
pollicitor, pollicitârî, pollicitâtus sum : promise (assiduously) 
praestôlor, praestôlârî, praestôlâtus sum : stand ready for, 

expect, wait for (w/DAT or ACC) 
scrûtor, scrûtârî, scrûtâtus sum : search/probe/examine 

carefully/thoroughly; explore/scan/scrutinize/investigate 
sermôcinor, sermôcinârî, sermôcinâtus sum : converse, talk, 

discuss 
sôlor, sôlârî, sôlâtus sum : solace, console, comfort; soothe, ease, 

lighten, relieve, assuage, mitigate 
spatior, spatiârî, spatiâtus sum : walk; take a walk, promenade; 

spread 
stipulor, stipulârî, stipulâtus sum : extract solemn 

promise/guarantee (oral contract); promise in a stipulatio 
suspicor, suspicârî, suspicâtus sum : mistrust, suspect; suppose 
tûtor, tûtârî, tûtâtus sum :  guard, protect, defend; guard against, 

avert 
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Exercise: First Conjugation Deponent, Past and Future (Active) Participles 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the 
best use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation 
of the meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as 
you try to understand each item in the other language. 

1. having admired admîrâtus about to admire admîrâtûrus 

2. having embraced amplexâtus about to embrace amplexâtûrus 

3. having bewailed  about to bewail  

4. having tried  about to try  

5. having chatted  about to chat  

6. having congratulated  about to congratulate  

7. having imitated  about to imitate  

8. having lamented  about to lament  

9. having considered  about to consider  

10. having imagined  about to imagine  

11. having implored  about to implore  

12. having remembered  about to remember  

13. having repaid  about to repay  

14. having roamed  about to roam  

15. having revered  about to revere  

16. having hunted  about to hunt  

17. having consoled  about to console  

18. having delayed  about to delay  

19. having explained  about to explain  

20. having joked  about to joke  
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Exercise: First Conjugation Deponent, Present and Future (Passive) Participles 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the 
best use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation 
of the meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as 
you try to understand each item in the other language. 

1. admiring admîrâns about to be admired admîrandus 

2. embracing amplexâns about to be embraced amplexandus 

3. bewailing  about to be bewailed  

4. trying  about to be tried  

5. chatting  about to be chatted about  

6. congratulating  about to be congratulated  

7. imitating  about to be imitated  

8. lamenting  about to be lamented  

9. considering  about to be considered  

10. imagining  about to be imagined  

11. imploring  about to be implored  

12. remembering  about to be remembered  

13. repaying  about to be repaid  

14. roaming  about to be roamed  

15. revering  about to be revered  

16. hunting  about to be hunted  

17. consoling  about to be consoled  

18. delaying  about to be delayed  

19. explaining  about to be explained  

20. joking  about to be joked  
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Exercise: First Conjugation Deponent, Present Infinitives 

1. to admire admîrârî 

2. to embrace amplexârî 

3. to bewail  

4. to try  

5. to chat  

6. to congratulate  

7. to imitate  

8. to lament  

9. to consider  

10. to imagine  

11. to implore  

12. to remember  

13. to repay  

14. to roam  

15. to revere  

16. to hunt  

17. to console  

18. to delay  

19. to explain  

20. to joke  

Exercise: First Conjugation Deponent, Perfect Infinitives 

1. to have admired admîrâtus esse 

2. to have embraced amplexâtus esse 

3. to have bewailed  

4. to have tried  

5. to have chatted  

6. to have congratulated  

7. to have imitated  

8. to have lamented  

9. to have considered  

10. to have imagined  

11. to have implored  

12. to have remembered  

13. to have repaid  

14. to have roamed  

15. to have revered  

16. to have hunted  

17. to have consoled  

18. to have delayed  

19. to have explained  

20. to have joked  
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Exercise: First Conjugation Deponent, Future Infinitives 

1. to be about to admire admîrâtûrus esse 

2. to be about to embrace amplexûrus esse 

3. to be about to bewail  

4. to be about to try  

5. to be about to chat  

6. to be about to congratulate  

7. to be about to imitate  

8. to be about to lament  

9. to be about to consider  

10. to be about to imagine  

11. to be about to implore  

12. to be about to remember  

13. to be about to repay  

14. to be about to roam  

15. to be about to revere  

16. to be about to hunt  

17. to be about to console  

18. to be about to delay  

19. to be about to explain  

20. to be about to joke  

 

Exercise: First Conjugation Deponent, Present Indicative 

1. x admires admîrâtur 

2. x embraces amplexâtur 

3. x bewails  

4. x tries  

5. x chats  

6. x congratulates  

7. x imitates  

8. x laments  

9. x considers  

10. x imagines  

11. x implores  

12. x remembers  

13. x repays  

14. x roams  

15. x reveres  

16. x hunts  

17. x consoles  

18. x delays  

19. x explains  

20. x jokes  
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Exercise: First Conjugation Deponent, Imperfect Indicative 

1. x was admiring admîrâbâtur 

2. x was embracing amplexâbâtur 

3. x was bewailing  

4. x was trying  

5. x was chatting  

6. x was congratulating  

7. x was imitating  

8. x was lamenting  

9. x was considering  

10. x was imagining  

11. x was imploring  

12. x was remembering  

13. x was repaying  

14. x was roaming  

15. x was revering  

16. x was hunting  

17. x was consoling  

18. x was delaying  

19. x was explaining  

20. x was joking  

 

Exercise: First Conjugation Deponent, Future Indicative 

1. x will admire admîrâbitur 

2. x will embrace amplexâbitur 

3. x will bewail  

4. x will try  

5. x will chat  

6. x will congratulate  

7. x will imitate  

8. x will lament  

9. x will consider  

10. x will imagine  

11. x will implore  

12. x will remember  

13. x will repay  

14. x will roam  

15. x will revere  

16. x will hunt  

17. x will console  

18. x will delay  

19. x will explain  

20. x will joke  
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Exercise: First Conjugation Deponent, Present Perfect 

1. x has admired admîrâtus est 

2. x has embraced amplexâtus est 

3. x has bewailed  

4. x has tried  

5. x has chatted  

6. x has congratulated  

7. x has imitated  

8. x has lamented  

9. x has considered  

10. x has imagined  

11. x has implored  

12. x has remembered  

13. x has repaid  

14. x has roamed  

15. x has revered  

16. x has hunted  

17. x has consoled  

18. x has delayed  

19. x has explained  

20. x has joked  

 

Exercise: First Conjugation Deponent, Past Perfect 

1. x had admired admîrâtus erat 

2. x had embraced amplexâtus erat 

3. x had bewailed  

4. x had tried  

5. x had chatted  

6. x had congratulated  

7. x had imitated  

8. x had lamented  

9. x had considered  

10. x had imagined  

11. x had implored  

12. x had remembered  

13. x had repaid  

14. x had roamed  

15. x had revered  

16. x had hunted  

17. x had consoled  

18. x had delayed  

19. x had explained  

20. x had joked  
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Exercise: First Conjugation Deponent, Future Perfect 

1. x will have admired admîrâtus erit 

2. x will have embraced amplexâtus erit 

3. x will have bewailed  

4. x will have tried  

5. x will have chatted  

6. x will have congratulated  

7. x will have imitated  

8. x will have lamented  

9. x will have considered  

10. x will have imagined  

11. x will have implored  

12. x will have remembered  

13. x will have repaid  

14. x will have roamed  

15. x will have revered  

16. x will have hunted  

17. x will have consoled  

18. x will have delayed  

19. x will have explained  

20. x will have joked  

 

Exercise: First Conjugation Deponent, Present Subjunctive 

1. let x admire admîrêtur 

2. let x embrace amplexêtur 

3. let x bewail  

4. let x try  

5. let x chat  

6. let x congratulate  

7. let x imitate  

8. let x lament  

9. let x consider  

10. let x imagine  

11. let x implore  

12. let x remember  

13. let x repay  

14. let x roam  

15. let x revere  

16. let x hunt  

17. let x console  

18. let x delay  

19. let x explain  

20. let x joke  
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Exercise: First Conjugation Deponent, Imperfect 
Subjunctive 

1. x would admire admîrârêtur 

2. x would embrace amplexârêtur 

3. x would bewail  

4. x would try  

5. x would chat  

6. x would congratulate  

7. x would imitate  

8. x would lament  

9. x would consider  

10. x would imagine  

11. x would implore  

12. x would remember  

13. x would repay  

14. x would roam  

15. x would revere  

16. x would hunt  

17. x would console  

18. x would delay  

19. x would explain  

20. x would joke  

 

Exercise: First Conjugation Deponent, Perfect Subjunctive 
 

1. [I ask what] x has admired admîrâtus sit 

2. [I ask what] x has embraced amplexâtus sit 

3. [I ask what] x has bewailed  

4. [I ask what] x has tried  

5. [I ask what] x has chatted  

6. [I ask what] x has 
congratulated  

7. [I ask what] x has imitated  

8. [I ask what] x has lamented  

9. [I ask what] x has considered  

10. [I ask what] x has imagined  

11. [I ask what] x has implored  

12. [I ask what] x has remembered  

13. [I ask what] x has repaid  

14. [I ask what] x has roamed  

15. [I ask what] x has revered  

16. [I ask what] x has hunted  

17. [I ask what] x has consoled  

18. [I ask what] x has delayed  

19. [I ask what] x has explained  

20. [I ask what] x has joked  
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Exercise: First Conjugation Deponent, Past Perfect Subjunctive 

1. x would have admired admîrâtus esset 

2. x would have embraced amplexâtus esset 

3. x would have bewailed  

4. x would have tried  

5. x would have chatted  

6. x would have congratulated  

7. x would have imitated  

8. x would have lamented  

9. x would have considered  

10. x would have imagined  

11. x would have implored  

12. x would have remembered  

13. x would have repaid  

14. x would have roamed  

15. x would have revered  

16. x would have hunted  

17. x would have consoled  

18. x would have delayed  

19. x would have explained  

20. x would have joked  
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Exercise: First Conjugation Deponent, Present Imperative, Active Singular and Plural 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the 
best use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation 
of the meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as 
you try to understand each item in the other language. 

1. admire! admîrâre admire! (pl) admîrâminî 

2. embrace! amplexâre embrace! (pl) amplexâminî 

3. bewail!  bewail! (pl)  

4. try!  try! (pl)  

5. chat!  chat! (pl)  

6. congratulate!  congratulate! (pl)  

7. imitate!  imitate! (pl)  

8. lament!  lament! (pl)  

9. consider!  consider! (pl)  

10. imagine!  imagine! (pl)  

11. implore!  implore! (pl)  

12. remember!  remember! (pl)  

13. repay!  repay! (pl)  

14. roam!  roam! (pl)  

15. revere!  revere! (pl)  

16. hunt!  hunt! (pl)  

17. console!  console! (pl)  

18. delay!  delay! (pl)  

19. explain!  explain! (pl)  

20. joke!  joke! (pl)  
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Cumulative Exercise: First Conjugation Deponent, Participles and Infinitives 
 
1.  to have joked 
2.  to try 
3.  about to be embraced 
4.  congratulating 
5.  about to explain 
6.  to have explained 
7.  about to console 
8.  to be about to lament 
9.  delaying 
10.  to have imagined 
11.  to be about to console 
12.  to repay 
13.  to implore 
14.  to delay 
15.  to have imitated 
16.  about to admire 
17.  about to be remembered 
18.  [having] imagined 
19.  to have joked 
20.  [having] hunted 
21.  to be about to explain 
22.  [having] implored 
23.  to have delayed 
24.  to have revered 
25.  about to lament 
26.  to be about to consider 
27.  to be about to repay 
28.  to have congratulated 
29.  about to imagine 
30.  to roam 
31.  to have consoled 
32.  remembering 
33.  to have roamed 
34.  to be about to joke 
35.  to congratulate 
36.  about to be chatted about 
37.  [having] chatted 
38.  to have hunted 
39.  about to delay 
40.  hunting 
41.  to have repaid 
42.  to have admired 
43.  [having] bewailed 
44.  to lament 
45.  [having] joked 
46.  about to remember 

47.  about to imitate 
48.  to have consoled 
49.  to bewail 
50.  [having] consoled 
51.  about to implore 
52.  bewailing 
53.  admiring 
54.  about to be imitated 
55.  lamenting 
56.  about to be implored 
57.  about to be bewailed 
58.  to have delayed 
59.  about to admire 
60.  to embrace 
61.  to hunt 
62.  to have roamed 
63.  to have congratulated 
64.  to have considered 
65.  to have chatted 
66.  to have considered 
67.  about to be delayed 
68.  [having] repaid 
69.  to have implored 
70.  about to congratulate 
71.  considering 
72.  to be about to imagine 
73.  roaming 
74.  to have revered 
75.  to be about to remember 
76.  to be about to admire 
77.  to have remembered 
78.  [having] imitated 
79.  embracing 
80.  consoling 
81.  to have embraced 
82.  about to chat 
83.  about to be lamented 
84.  about to hunt 
85.  [having] considered 
86.  to joke 
87.  [having] admired 
88.  about to be imagined 
89.  [having] explained 
90.  to have tried 
91.  to have implored 
92.  imploring 

93.  to have hunted 
94.  to be about to delay 
95.  about to be hunted 
96.  [having] tried 
97.  [having] lamented 
98.  to remember 
99.  about to try 
100.  to admire 
101.  about to repay 
102.  to admire 
103.  [having] remembered 
104.  to have bewailed 
105.  to be about to imitate 
106.  about to be roamed 
107.  to explain 
108.  [having] roamed 
109.  to have tried 
110.  to console 
111.  to have imagined 
112.  to have remembered 
113.  about to roam 
114.  to be about to try 
115.  to be about to embrace 
116.  [having] congratulated 
117.  to have imitated 
118.  about to be tried 
119.  to have lamented 
120.  about to be considered 
121.  [having] revered 
122.  about to be consoled 
123.  imagining 
124.  about to be revered 
125.  to have bewailed 
126.  to have chatted 
127.  to be about to implore 
128.  to have lamented 
129.  explaining 
130.  [having] delayed 
131.  to have repaid 
132.  to imagine 
133.  about to bewail 
134.  about to be explained 
135.  to be about to roam 
136.  revering 
137.  to be about to admire 
138.  joking 
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139.  about to joke 
140.  about to be joked 
141.  to chat 
142.  imitating 
143.  to consider 
144.  to be about to chat 
145.  trying 

146.  to be about to congratulate 
147.  about to be admired 
148.  to have embraced 
149.  about to consider 
150.  about to be congratulated 
151.  to imitate 
152.  about to embrace 

153.  to be about to hunt 
154.  repaying 
155.  [having] embraced 
156.  about to be repaid 
157.  chatting 

 
 

Cumulative Exercise: First Conjugation Deponent, Primary and Perfect Tenses 
 
1.  x had tried 
2.  x has embraced 
3.  x had explained 
4.  x roams 
5.  x will have imitated 
6.  x has bewailed 
7.  x will delay 
8.  x implores 
9.  x has revered 
10.  x will have roamed 
11.  x has explained 
12.  x was bewailing 
13.  x will have explained 
14.  x was hunting 
15.  x congratulates 
16.  x delays 
17.  x explains 
18.  x will have chatted 
19.  x was repaying 
20.  x will have admired 
21.  x has implored 
22.  x considers 
23.  x has chatted 
24.  x had roamed 
25.  x will admire 
26.  x was congratulating 
27.  x will consider 
28.  x chats 
29.  x was explaining 
30.  x repays 
31.  x will have repaid 
32.  x had embraced 

33.  x will hunt 
34.  x had implored 
35.  x will embrace 
36.  x will congratulate 
37.  x has roamed 
38.  x hunts 
39.  x will have consoled 
40.  x had chatted 
41.  x will admire 
42.  x admires 
43.  x has consoled 
44.  x will have considered 
45.  x had admired 
46.  x was admiring 
47.  x will imitate 
48.  x had delayed 
49.  x reveres 
50.  x will have delayed 
51.  x will console 
52.  x will implore 
53.  x has delayed 
54.  x was considering 
55.  x consoles 
56.  x will have revered 
57.  x will have tried 
58.  x was consoling 
59.  x will have embraced 
60.  x had consoled 
61.  x has considered 
62.  x had congratulated 
63.  x was revering 
64.  x had considered 

65.  x has admired 
66.  x will have congratulated 
67.  x has tried 
68.  x was chatting 
69.  x will repay 
70.  x will bewail 
71.  x will have implored 
72.  x will have hunted 
73.  x has hunted 
74.  x will chat 
75.  x was roaming 
76.  x was embracing 
77.  x will explain 
78.  x imitates 
79.  x has congratulated 
80.  x had repaid 
81.  x will try 
82.  x was imitating 
83.  x embraces 
84.  x was trying 
85.  x had imitated 
86.  x had revered 
87.  x had hunted 
88.  x had bewailed 
89.  x has repaid 
90.  x will roam 
91.  x bewails 
92.  x has imitated 
93.  x tries 
94.  x will have bewailed 
95.  x was imploring 
96.  x was delaying 
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Cumulative Exercise: First Conjugation Deponent, Subjunctives and Imperatives 
 
1.  admire! 
2.  x would admire 
3.  [I ask what] x has congratulated 
4.  [I ask what] x has consoled 
5.  x would have imagined 
6.  explain! (pl) 
7.  bewail! 
8.  try! 
9.  let x remember 
10.  x would hunt 
11.  x would have roamed 
12.  x would have imitated 
13.  [I ask what] x has admired 
14.  [I ask what] x has imitated 
15.  x would imitate 
16.  let x congratulate 
17.  x would explain 
18.  joke! 
19.  [I ask what] x has considered 
20.  imagine! 
21.  chat! (pl) 
22.  x would embrace 
23.  [I ask what] x has revered 
24.  x would chat 
25.  let x roam 
26.  x would have considered 
27.  imitate! (pl) 
28.  x would have revered 
29.  congratulate! 
30.  x would have implored 
31.  try! (pl) 
32.  remember! 
33.  let x try 
34.  let x delay 
35.  repay! 
36.  x would roam 
37.  consider! 
38.  x would have repaid 

39.  x would repay 
40.  x would have chatted 
41.  x would have consoled 
42.  hunt! 
43.  admire! (pl) 
44.  console! (pl) 
45.  let x admire 
46.  [I ask what] x has explained 
47.  [I ask what] x has tried 
48.  [I ask what] x has roamed 
49.  let x consider 
50.  [I ask what] x has embraced 
51.  imitate! 
52.  x would have remembered 
53.  embrace! 
54.  [I ask what] x has bewailed 
55.  [I ask what] x has chatted 
56.  x would have joked 
57.  let x console 
58.  x would have hunted 
59.  [I ask what] x has remembered 
60.  let x imitate 
61.  chat! 
62.  [I ask what] x has joked 
63.  let x joke 
64.  x would remember 
65.  x would have admired 
66.  x would have embraced 
67.  let x explain 
68.  x would have bewailed 
69.  x would delay 
70.  admire! (pl) 
71.  x would admire 
72.  x would try 
73.  x would console 
74.  [I ask what] x has repaid 
75.  [I ask what] x has hunted 
76.  let x repay 

77.  [I ask what] x has delayed 
78.  [I ask what] x has imagined 
79.  let x implore 
80.  consider! (pl) 
81.  x would joke 
82.  let x chat 
83.  let x admire 
84.  explain! 
85.  delay! (pl) 
86.  let x imagine 
87.  console! 
88.  x would have delayed 
89.  let x bewail 
90.  repay! (pl) 
91.  x would bewail 
92.  admire! 
93.  x would implore 
94.  implore! 
95.  hunt! (pl) 
96.  remember! (pl) 
97.  x would consider 
98.  roam! 
99.  imagine! (pl) 
100.  congratulate! (pl) 
101.  x would have tried 
102.  joke! (pl) 
103.  [I ask what] x has implored 
104.  implore! (pl) 
105.  x would have explained 
106.  x would have congratulated 
107.  x would congratulate 
108.  embrace! (pl) 
109.  bewail! (pl) 
110.  x would imagine 
111.  roam! (pl) 
112.  let x embrace 
113.  delay! 
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First Conjugation Deponent, Full Cumulative Exercises 
 
1.  hunt! 
2.  x will repay 
3.  about to hunt 
4.  remember! (pl) 
5.  to be about to delay 
6.  to be about to hunt 
7.  x would have roamed 
8.  x would have delayed 
9.  x will have explained 
10.  x has revered 
11.  to have admired 
12.  to have explained 
13.  roaming 
14.  delay! (pl) 
15.  x had repaid 
16.  about to be hunted 
17.  x will have lamented 
18.  repay! (pl) 
19.  [I ask what] x has 

lamented 
20.  x has consoled 
21.  to have imagined 
22.  let x chat 
23.  about to be chatted about 
24.  delay! 
25.  explain! 
26.  x was roaming 
27.  x would have chatted 
28.  repaying 
29.  x would have joked 
30.  x was bewailing 
31.  x was revering 
32.  let x consider 
33.  about to revere 
34.  x would admire 
35.  let x congratulate 
36.  [I ask what] x has 

roamed 
37.  x had admired 
38.  let x bewail 
39.  consider! 
40.  x has embraced 
41.  about to implore 
42.  [I ask what] x has 

remembered 
43.  [having] delayed 
44.  x had roamed 
45.  revering 
46.  bewail! (pl) 
47.  [having] remembered 
48.  x was lamenting 
49.  x would joke 
50.  joke! 
51.  x would bewail 

52.  chat! (pl) 
53.  imitating 
54.  x would try 
55.  x admires 
56.  imitate! 
57.  x will have delayed 
58.  bewail! 
59.  x has admired 
60.  x consoles 
61.  to bewail 
62.  x will have repaid 
63.  congratulate! 
64.  about to repay 
65.  x has chatted 
66.  [having] considered 
67.  to be about to roam 
68.  [I ask what] x has 

bewailed 
69.  to be about to try 
70.  to chat 
71.  x will chat 
72.  delaying 
73.  remembering 
74.  x has imitated 
75.  x congratulates 
76.  x was chatting 
77.  to have remembered 
78.  x bewails 
79.  [having] chatted 
80.  about to be revered 
81.  [having] roamed 
82.  try! 
83.  x will have tried 
84.  let x embrace 
85.  lament! 
86.  x delays 
87.  imagine! 
88.  to repay 
89.  x will have consoled 
90.  x repays 
91.  [I ask what] x has hunted 
92.  x would have lamented 
93.  x will implore 
94.  about to be imitated 
95.  x will console 
96.  about to try 
97.  [having] lamented 
98.  embrace! 
99.  x would consider 
100.  x was imitating 
101.  to be about to admire 
102.  hunt! (pl) 
103.  bewailing 
104.  x will bewail 

105.  about to imitate 
106.  x was admiring 
107.  let x implore 
108.  x would repay 
109.  x has delayed 
110.  x laments 
111.  admire! (pl) 
112.  x will admire 
113.  let x admire 
114.  to have lamented 
115.  to be about to chat 
116.  x has tried 
117.  consider! (pl) 
118.  x would have repaid 
119.  [I ask what] x has 

admired 
120.  x will embrace 
121.  to be about to remember 
122.  x will have imitated 
123.  to roam 
124.  to revere 
125.  x had remembered 
126.  admire! 
127.  x had delayed 
128.  x will try 
129.  x had revered 
130.  let x console 
131.  about to remember 
132.  admiring 
133.  about to be considered 
134.  to implore 
135.  x has joked 
136.  x would have hunted 
137.  x considers 
138.  x was explaining 
139.  x would have 

congratulated 
140.  x will have imagined 
141.  x embraces 
142.  hunting 
143.  [having] repaid 
144.  x chats 
145.  [having] implored 
146.  remember! 
147.  x was imagining 
148.  roam! (pl) 
149.  to be about to repay 
150.  about to be bewailed 
151.  to have chatted 
152.  [I ask what] x has 

consoled 
153.  x would roam 
154.  to have bewailed 
155.  considering 

156.  x was trying 
157.  about to roam 
158.  x would chat 
159.  x will revere 
160.  x had consoled 
161.  about to delay 
162.  x had congratulated 
163.  explain! (pl) 
164.  try! (pl) 
165.  about to be delayed 
166.  x had imitated 
167.  [I ask what] x has 

imitated 
168.  to have repaid 
169.  [I ask what] x has 

embraced 
170.  to be about to joke 
171.  let x explain 
172.  [I ask what] x has 

explained 
173.  to joke 
174.  x has explained 
175.  x will have chatted 
176.  [having] imagined 
177.  to be about to explain 
178.  explaining 
179.  to be about to imagine 
180.  about to be repaid 
181.  x would imagine 
182.  about to congratulate 
183.  repay! 
184.  x had chatted 
185.  x will have hunted 
186.  to be about to 

congratulate 
187.  x will have revered 
188.  x has lamented 
189.  [I ask what] x has 

implored 
190.  roam! 
191.  x has considered 
192.  x would have 

remembered 
193.  [having] embraced 
194.  x imagines 
195.  x jokes 
196.  to try 
197.  x would have consoled 
198.  to be about to implore 
199.  to have delayed 
200.  x would implore 
201.  x was congratulating 
202.  x had implored 
203.  x has roamed 
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204.  x would lament 
205.  chatting 
206.  congratulate! (pl) 
207.  embrace! (pl) 
208.  to delay 
209.  x will roam 
210.  [having] bewailed 
211.  to console 
212.  about to be 

congratulated 
213.  consoling 
214.  x will imitate 
215.  to have embraced 
216.  let x imagine 
217.  x has implored 
218.  trying 
219.  x will have 

congratulated 
220.  about to be embraced 
221.  let x revere 
222.  x would embrace 
223.  x was joking 
224.  x would revere 
225.  about to be joked 
226.  to have implored 
227.  x had embraced 
228.  to imitate 
229.  imagine! (pl) 
230.  [having] hunted 
231.  [having] consoled 
232.  x has congratulated 
233.  [I ask what] x has 

chatted 
234.  about to imagine 
235.  x implores 
236.  about to be tried 
237.  imagining 
238.  to have considered 
239.  x has remembered 
240.  x will joke 
241.  [having] imitated 
242.  [I ask what] x has 

repaid 
243.  let x imitate 
244.  x will imagine 
245.  lament! (pl) 
246.  about to be explained 

247.  x will have joked 
248.  x has imagined 
249.  to admire 
250.  x will have considered 
251.  about to be imagined 
252.  to have congratulated 
253.  chat! 
254.  x tries 
255.  to remember 
256.  about to be remembered 
257.  [having] revered 
258.  to consider 
259.  to be about to bewail 
260.  to have consoled 
261.  [having] congratulated 
262.  x would console 
263.  x will have embraced 
264.  x will have remembered 
265.  x had lamented 
266.  x has hunted 
267.  let x remember 
268.  x would have imagined 
269.  about to lament 
270.  to have roamed 
271.  x had hunted 
272.  [I ask what] x has 

considered 
273.  to be about to embrace 
274.  to have imitated 
275.  let x joke 
276.  x was hunting 
277.  x will delay 
278.  x will consider 
279.  to explain 
280.  let x hunt 
281.  x would imitate 
282.  x was remembering 
283.  to be about to lament 
284.  x will congratulate 
285.  [having] explained 
286.  x will have implored 
287.  x will explain 
288.  imitate! (pl) 
289.  about to joke 
290.  x had explained 
291.  to be about to consider 
292.  x was repaying 

293.  implore! (pl) 
294.  x has repaid 
295.  x will have bewailed 
296.  x had bewailed 
297.  [I ask what] x has 

imagined 
298.  x would hunt 
299.  x had tried 
300.  about to explain 
301.  [I ask what] x has tried 
302.  imploring 
303.  x would have explained 
304.  revere! 
305.  congratulating 
306.  to have revered 
307.  x would explain 
308.  console! (pl) 
309.  x was consoling 
310.  embracing 
311.  [I ask what] x has joked 
312.  [having] admired 
313.  about to console 
314.  x would congratulate 
315.  console! 
316.  x will remember 
317.  [I ask what] x has 

delayed 
318.  x had joked 
319.  [having] tried 
320.  x was delaying 
321.  x roams 
322.  x will have admired 
323.  about to admire 
324.  to lament 
325.  x remembers 
326.  [having] joked 
327.  let x roam 
328.  about to bewail 
329.  x hunts 
330.  x will have roamed 
331.  let x lament 
332.  about to be implored 
333.  to congratulate 
334.  revere! (pl) 
335.  about to be lamented 
336.  x was embracing 

337.  x would have 
considered 

338.  about to chat 
339.  to be about to revere 
340.  [I ask what] x has 

revered 
341.  x will lament 
342.  x would remember 
343.  x would have imitated 
344.  to imagine 
345.  let x delay 
346.  x has bewailed 
347.  x had imagined 
348.  x would have implored 
349.  x would have tried 
350.  x would delay 
351.  x was imploring 
352.  let x repay 
353.  [I ask what] x has 

congratulated 
354.  about to embrace 
355.  x had considered 
356.  lamenting 
357.  to hunt 
358.  about to be roamed 
359.  x reveres 
360.  to have tried 
361.  x would have embraced 
362.  x would have bewailed 
363.  x would have revered 
364.  about to be admired 
365.  to be about to imitate 
366.  x will hunt 
367.  x imitates 
368.  x would have admired 
369.  about to be consoled 
370.  to have hunted 
371.  x explains 
372.  x was considering 
373.  to embrace 
374.  to be about to console 
375.  implore! 
376.  joking 
377.  about to consider 
378.  let x try 
379.  to have joked 
380.  joke! (pl) 

 


